
4ft /5ft – Prelit Outdoor STREET Tree assembly instructions 
 

This is a multipurpose outdoor tree which can be attached to a wall using a wall bracket, attached to a hard surface 
using a flat bracket, to a lawn or soil using the ground spike or a traditional tree stand which needs to be secured to 
prevent the tree blowing over if used outside.   

You will only be supplied with the stand for the design method you ordered, we do have all the other stands in stock 
if you wish to purchase another variety of stand that is available for this product, please visit our website.  

1) First connect the light sections on the upper and lower tree sections together - it is vital the connectors are pushed 
together as tightly as possible in order to create a waterproof seal. Then connect the two tree sections using the 
pop-through spring joint. Insert the tree pole into the bracket provided to check the fit and plug the tree into your 
power socket to test the connection before moving on to step 2. 
 

           
 

2) After disconnecting the tree from the bracket and unplugging the lights, work from the bottom up, splay out the 
individual branches to achieve a full and even appearance. 
 

3) When you’re ready to install your tree, screws are not supplied, please attach your street tree bracket securely to 
the wall or the flat bracket to the ground. You can simply insert the ground spike securely into the grass. 



                                                                                                              

   Wall Bracket for Street Tree                     Flat Bracket                        Ground Spike                  Traditional Stand 
             (Screws not supplied)   (Screws not supplied) 

4. Street Tree wall bracket only - Insert your tree into the bracket and secure using the screw and wingnut supplied 
as per the diagram below.  For all other options whilst the screw and wingnut are supplied, they are optional as the 
weight of the tree will support itself in the stand. 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Your completed tree can sit securely, against a wall or on the ground. If using the Traditional Stand please ensure 
your tree stand is secured to the ground to prevent the tree from blowing over. 

 

Warnings 

1. The external, flexible cable or cord of this tree cannot be replaced; if the cord is damaged, the set should be 
safely disposed of. 

2. The bulbs are non-replaceable. 
3. The plug must be kept indoors or in a suitable dri-box. 
4. This product is not a toy, please keep away from Children.  

 
                             For full Instructions, technical information and diagrams, please refer to our websites: 

www.xmasdirect.co.uk   |   www.dzd.co.uk   |   www.sparklinglights.co.uk 
Email: info@xmasdirect.co.uk Telephone: 0333 2406120  
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